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Once Upon a Blue 
Moon - Phases 3/4/5

Planning - drafting - editing - publishing

Written outcome

Downloadable 

resource
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Introduction

In one of my conventional five phase units, this would cover 
phase 3 - text structure, organisation and grammar and 
phase 4 - planning, drafting and editing leading on to  
publishing in phase 5.


As this project is targeted at a wider age range, there is no 
ARE grammar, the main differentiation is in the big writing 
outcome. I have provided a number of ideas and 
frameworks that can be used or adapted according to the 
needs of your families.
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Suggested outcomes
• Re-tell in the third person or in role - an Imitation - slide 4


• Use the 5 Ps to support an Innovation or Invention - 
slides 5 and 6


• The Story Ladder planning format to support an imitation 
or an innovation - slide 7


• Explorer Report - a formal report - slide 8


• Once upon a blue moon 2 - write the sequel - slide 9
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First…

Next…

After 
that…

Then…

Finally… Written outcome

Downloadable 

resource

A straightforward re-telling of the story. This could be in the 
third person or in role as the as the alien or the explorer 
robot. 

This could also be carried out as a diary entry.

Re-tell 
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Three ‘I’ s / Five Ps
This offers three possibilities based upon the three ‘I’s of Talk for Writing and the 5 Ps 
planning format  - People - Places - Problem - Panic - Peace

The first I is simply a re-telling, or Imitation, of the story.

The second I involves Innovation by changing one of the Ps, often the people or the place 
(character or setting) of the story.

The third I - Invention - means taking the theme(s) of the story - loneliness / exploration / 
being stranded and writing a story based upon a theme or combination of themes.
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People Places Problem Panic Peace

Imitate - re-
tell the story

The alien and 
the robot 
explorer.

The moon. The alien is 
lonely and has 
nobody to play 
with.

The rocket 
accidentally 
launches back 
to earth leaving 
the explorer 
stranded.

The explorer 
and the alien 
play together.

Innovate - 
change one 
aspect of 
the story

Invent - 
write a story 
on the 
theme

Three ‘I’ s / Five Ps

Written outcome

Downloadable 

resource
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Problem

Solution

The alien is lonely

He/she…

The alien is not lonely

This was introduced to me by author Saviour 
Pirotta and is a really effective planning structure. 
Simply, the problem in the story is that the alien is 
lonely and at the end we have the opposite - the 
alien is not lonely! 

The episodes of the story are plotted in the rungs 
of the ladder leading up to the ending. Rungs can 
be added or left blank. 

The completed ladder can then be used to support 
the re-telling of the story or to write something 
similar.

The Story Ladder

Written outcome

Downloadable 

resource
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Robot explorer name: 

Date of journey: 

Destination: 

Purpose of journey: 

Report: 

Exploration Report 

Written outcome

Downloadable 

resource

For older children, a formal report written by the  
explorer robot for his/her superiors. 

Employ a formal tone ‘Upon landing on the surface, 
I encountered a small blue inhabitant…’
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Once Upon a Blue Moon 2

• Write the sequel - what might happen next?
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